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introduction

• When I was first asked to run a
workshop on “virtual worlds and
education”, I said no
– Well, actually it was more like no!

• I didn’t want to spend half a day
discussing how to use virtual worlds to
teach people stuff
• that’s not what was meant, though!
– The intended subject was what we should teach
about virtual worlds

Virtual worlds

• Virtual worlds come in two main types:
• Game worlds
– Such as world of warcraft
– Also known as mmorpgs or mmos

• Social worlds
– Such as second life
– Also known as, er, virtual worlds…

• We ought to cover both
– But expect mmos to attract the most students

Past work

• There is very liTtle written on the
subject of what to teach about mmos
• It’s mainly pioneered by individuals
– I teach a 30-credit module on the subject
– I know of one uk undergraduate degree
scheme in it
• My module probably has more mmo content…

• There are basically two approaches:
– Training – delivering what industry wants
– Education – delivering what industry nEeds

training

• Vessel to be filled

education

• Fire to be kindled

What industry wants

• I went to thrEe senior people who work
in the mmo industry right now
– Two american, one european

• I told them I was giving this workshop
– I said you’d believe anything I told you, so
whatever they asked for, they’d eventually get

• I asked them what they thought should be
on a curRiculum
– Whether bachelor’s or master’s level

• What do you think they replied?

Industry response

• They were unable to come up with
anything even remotely concrete
– Even vague opinion had to be wrung from
them

• The mmo Industry doesn’t know what
it wants
– It just knows when it doesn’t get it

• This means training alone is not yet an
option
• We have to go with education too

Other fields

• How do related fields do it?
• The film industry has many similarities
with the mmo industry
– Even a fiction/documentary schism like
game/social

• The #1 rated film school in the usa is at
ucla
• So, I took a look at
http://www.tft.ucla.edu/programs/undergr
aduate-film/about/

What they say #1

• UCLA's Department of Film, Television, and
Digital Media offers programs of study in the
history and theory as well as the creative and
technical aspects of the moving image. The
department provides a scholarly, creative, and
professional approach to the study of these
media and seeks to help each student discover
his or her powers as an independent artist and
communicator.

What they say #2

• UCLA's Department of Film, Television and
Digital empowers the creative innovators of
tomorrow by training them in all aspects of
the arts and crafts of the moving image, from
the aesthetic to the technological. At the same
time, the Department explores the best work
of past masters of film and television in
Cinema and Media Studies courses, and
encourages students to aspire to similar
accomplishments. We affirm the importance of
storytelling as the form in which human beings
give weight and meaning to the most
important passage of their lives.

rich

• As you can see, this is a rich course
• Ucla gets to put on this kind of course
because it attracts inteLligent and
enthusiastic students
– It aTtracts them because it’s #1
– It’s #1 because it attracts them…

• Around 40% of my games students last
year were intelligent and enthusiastic
– The rest were lacking in one or both of
these areas

graph

• This is how the results of my final-year
students this year broke down
• No this is not a joke..!

average

• the average seems to be that maybe
10% of computer games students have a
future working in/on/with games
• But good news!
• no-one reaLly teaches this stuff, so
you get to set up the first courses
– You get to attract the intelligent and
enthusiastic students
– You get to build that nice feedback loop!

A paradigm

• The way film courses tend to work,
everyone gets taught the basics
– directing, screenwriting, acting,
cinematography
– producing, casting, editing, costume, make-up
– pitching, criticism, film theory, history, …

• The specialists are taught their specialities
on top of this
– often as a masters

The reason

• Film courses are like this because everyone
needs to understand what everyone
else involved in movie production does
– so they know why the constraints on their
own work are there
– so they know how their work affects the
work of others
– so they have a common vocabulary,
culture and understanding
– so they can work as part of a team

• At least until they’re famous, anyway…

Virtual worlds

• This is a model appropriate for virtual
worlds, too
– Teach the basics to everyone, but the
specialities to the specialists

• I assume that you, as an individual, know
what your own speciality is
– Design, programming, art, music, criticism, …

• The question is, what does everyone
who is working in/on/with virtual
worlds need to know?

End of talk

• Ok, so this is where the talk ends
– Please wake up any slEeping people in your
vicinity

• Now we’re going to do things…

